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Abstract
The aim of this study was to investigate the relationship between stimulus intensity and
response amplitude for the photopic negative response (PhNR) of the flash ERG. Specific
aims were i) to determine whether the Naka Rushton function provided a good fit to the
intensity-response data, ii) to determine the variability of the parameters of the best fitting
Naka Rushton models. Electroretinograms were recorded in 18 participants, on two
occasions, using both DTL fibre and skin active electrodes, in response to Ganzfeld red
stimuli (Lee filter “terry red”) ranging in intensity from -1.30 to 0.53 log cd.s.m-2 (0.28 to
2.11 log phot td.s) presented over a steady blue background (Schott glass filter BG28; 3.9 log
scot td). PhNR amplitude was measured from b-wave peak, and from pre-stimulus baseline.
The Naka Rushton function was fitted to all intensity-response data, and ‘Vmax’ and ‘K’
were obtained. Coefficients of variation (CoV), and inter-ocular and inter-session limits of
agreement (LoA) were calculated for both Naka-Rushton parameters. The Naka Rushton
function was found to provide a good fit to the intensity-response data, except at the highest
stimulus intensity, where a reduction in amplitude occurred in many individuals. The ‘Vmax’
parameter was less variable than ‘K’ for all intensity-response data. Variability was lower for
DTL than skin electrodes, and for peak-to-trough PhNR measurements, compared to
baseline-to-trough. This study has demonstrated for the first time that the Naka Rushton
model provides a useful means of quantifying the intensity-response relationship of the
PhNR.
Key Words: photopic negative response; PhNR; variability; electroretinogram; NakaRushton function; intensity-response series
Abbreviations (of amplitude measurement techniques): PT - peak-to-trough; BT –
baseline to trough;
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Introduction
The flash electroretinogram (ERG) has historically been used principally to assess the
function of the outer retinal layers. In 1999, however, Viswanathan et al. reported on a newly
identified negative wave following the b-wave of the flash ERG, which they termed the
Photopic Negative Response (PhNR) [1]. There is now substantial evidence to suggest that
this response originates principally from the spiking activity of inner retinal neurones,
predominantly the retinal ganglion cells [2-12,1,13,14]. Previously, the electrophysiological
assessment of inner retinal function had been largely dependent on the pattern
electroretinogram (PERG) [15-19], a response which requires considerable averaging and is
susceptible to reduction by refractive blur and media opacities [20], so the possibility of
assessing ganglion cell function with the flash ERG is an attractive one.
Evidence suggests that the amplitude, but not the implicit time, of the PhNR is
affected in primary open angle glaucoma [3,4,14]. Unfortunately, however, amplitudes of the
subcomponents of the ERG tend to vary more between individuals than implicit times, and
this is true of the PhNR [5,21]. This inter-individual variation may be attributed to differences
in anatomical factors such as fundus pigmentation [22] and axial length [23], or to technical
factors such as electrode position or contact impedance, as well as to variation in retinal
function. A wide spread of responses within the normal population makes it more difficult to
detect disease-related changes. It may, therefore, be more appropriate to consider alternative
analytical approaches whereby the variations in absolute amplitude are rendered less
important.
In a previous report, investigating measurement protocols aimed at minimising
amplitude variation, we determined that the calculation of a ratio of the b-wave amplitude to
the PhNR amplitude resulted in a lower level of variability than absolute PhNR amplitude
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within a population of normal participants [21]. Another means of assessing function, which
may reduce the impact of variability of absolute amplitudes, is the analysis of change in
response amplitude with varying stimulus intensity. An increase in PhNR amplitude with
increasing stimulus intensity has been described, with saturation occurring at around 2.0 log
phot td.s [10,11,14], however no attempt has been made to fit this intensity-response data
with a mathematical model, thereby allowing a quantitative analysis of the parameters of the
intensity-response relationship. The Naka-Rushton function (see Equation 1) is a sigmoidal
curve which has been shown to describe the increase in b-wave amplitude, measured from the
minimum point of the a-wave, with increasing stimulus intensity [24-26]. This reportedly
provides a good fit to data across a range of intensities, although the relationship breaks down
at high intensities for both light [27] and dark-adapted [28] b-waves. The intensity-response
data of the d-wave of the flash ERG has also been fitted with the Naka-Rushton function
[29].
Equation 1: V= (Vmax.In)/ (In+Kn)
Where V = response amplitude; Vmax = the maximum amplitude; I = stimulus intensity; K =
the semi-saturation constant i.e. the stimulus intensity at which the amplitude is at a half of
Vmax; and n = a constant describing the slope of the linear portion of the function, at the
point where stimulus luminance = K.
This study aimed to determine whether the Naka-Rushton function could provide a
good fit to PhNR intensity-response data, and to investigate the inter-subject, inter-ocular,
and inter-session variability of the parameters of the best fitting model. The intensityresponse data of the photopic b-wave were also analysed for comparison.
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Methods
Participants
18 participants aged 20-33 years old were recruited from within the staff and students
at the School of Optometry and Vision Sciences at Cardiff University. All participants
returned for a second visit within two weeks of the primary visit to assess inter-session
repeatability. All participants had normal corrected visual acuity (0.1 logMAR or better) and
good ocular health. Participants with a refractive error > ±6.00D mean sphere or a family
history of glaucoma.
All participants gave signed consent after a full explanation of the study. The study
was conducted within the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki and had been reviewed by the
ethical committee of the School of Optometry and Vision Sciences.
Electroretinography
Pupils were dilated with 1 drop of 1.0% tropicamide prior to ERG recording, with a
minimum pupil diameter of 7mm obtained for all participants. Binocular ERGs were
recorded simultaneously using skin and DTL fibre active electrodes. DTL fibre active
electrodes [30] (Unimed electrode supplies, Surrey, UK) were positioned in each eye, in the
lower fornix to maximise stability during recording [31], and the loose end fastened using
medical tape at the inner canthus (Blenderm, Viasys Healthcare Ltd., Warwick, UK). Silversilver chloride, 9mm diameter, ‘touchproof’ skin electrodes (Viasys Healthcare Ltd.,
Warwick, UK) were placed on the orbital rim directly below the pupil in primary position.
Both DTL and skin active electrodes were referred to a skin electrode placed about 3cm
behind the ipsilateral outer canthus; the earth electrode was a skin electrode placed in the
mid-frontal position. Skin preparation reduced impedance to below 5kΩ. All ERGs were
recorded without local anaesthetic or methylcellulose solution.
5

The PhNR was elicited to Ganzfeld stimulation (GS2000, LACE Elettronica, Italy) of
long wavelength light (Lee Filter “Terry Red”, Lee Filters, Hampshire, UK) presented at 4Hz
(max 300s flash duration) over a continuous blue background (Schott Glass filter BG28,
Schott AG, Mainz, Germany) of 3.9 log scot td.s (sufficient strength to saturate the s-cones
and rods [2]). Participants were pre-adapted to the background for a minimum of five
minutes prior to testing.
Electroretinograms were recorded on a 200ms timebase to a series of flashes of
increasing intensity, ranging from -1.30 to 0.53 log cd.s.m-2 (0.28 to 2.11 log phot td.s,
assuming a 7mm pupil and making no allowance for the Stiles Crawford effect), using a
Medelec Synergy EP unit (Viasys Healthcare Ltd., Warwick, UK). All stimuli were
calibrated using the ILT1700 microprocessor controlled digital radiometer, with SED033/Y/R
luminance detector (Able Instruments and Controls, Reading, UK). The PhNR was recorded
in sets of 10 averages, with timebase (recording period) of 200ms. A total of 40-200
responses (depending on stimulus intensity) were averaged over four channels; these four
traces were superimposed to confirm signal repeatability, and averaged off-line. All
responses were bandpass filtered from 1-100 Hz. An automatic rejection system removed
signals containing large eye movements and blink artefacts.
Signal analysis
The amplitudes of the PhNR and b-wave were measured from the averaged ERG
trace, uncorrected for baseline drift. On the basis of a previous analysis of the interindividual, inter-session, and inter-ocular variability of the PhNR, measurements from the
peak of the b-wave to the minimum before or after the i-wave (PT) were considered to be less
variable than measurements relative to the pre-stimulus baseline (BT) [21]. However, in
assessing the relationship between stimulus intensity and the amplitude of the PhNR, it was
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also considered important to assess the amplitude of response independent of the b-wave
amplitude, so responses were also measured from baseline. The amplitude of the b-wave was
measured from the minimum point of the a-wave to the maximum point of the b-wave.
Statistical analysis
The amplitude data were plotted as a function of log stimulus intensity, and were
fitted with the Naka Rushton model (see equation 1) on a ‘least squares’ basis using
Microsoft Excel version 2003. The goodness of fit of the model was assessed by calculating
the root mean squared error (RMSE), expressed as a percentage of Vmax to provide a
normalised index comparable between components with different absolute amplitudes. The
Vmax and K parameters of the best-fitting Naka Rushton model were obtained for all
participants, for both visits, for all 3 amplitude measures: b-wave, PhNR measured from bwave peak (PT) and PhNR measured from pre-stimulus baseline (BT).
The coefficient of variation, expressed as a percentage, was calculated for Vmax and
K, for right and left eyes, for both DTL and skin electrodes for visit 1 of all participants. This
is a measure of the spread of data, where a lower quotient indicates a narrower distribution of
data within the group i.e. less inter-individual variation.
The distribution of the data was checked for normality using the Shapiro Wilk test,
then Bland-Altman plots were constructed to assess inter-ocular variability of Vmax and K
within the first session and inter-session repeatability (of the right eye) [32]. As in Fortune et
al. (2004) limits of agreement (LoA) were also calculated as a percentage of the mean value
to allow between eye and between session findings to be compared across techniques (see
equation 2) [5].
Equation 2: % LoA = (1.96*(SD (V1-V2))) / mean all V1 and V2 )* 100
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95% confidence intervals were constructed to assess the precision of the LoA, as
described by Bland and Altman [32]. To summarise, the standard error of the LoA was
calculated using the formula (3s2/n), where s = standard deviation of differences, and n =
number of participants. This value was multiplied by the t-value for n-1 degrees of freedom
(P=0.05), and the confidence intervals were calculated as LoA +/- (t x SE). These confidence
intervals were then expressed as a percentage of the mean amplitude.
One-way ANOVA and paired t-tests, with P-values Bonferroni corrected for multiple
comparisons [33], were carried out to determine whether there were statistically significant
differences in Vmax and K between parameters and electrode type. All statistics were
performed using SPSS 16 (IBM).

Results
At the lower flash intensities, there was an increase in both b-wave and PhNR
amplitudes with increasing stimulus intensity for all participants. The b-wave was
approaching saturation by 2.11 log phot td.s and, analysing the data from visit 1, a slight
reduction in b-wave amplitude was visible at the highest intensity in 8 of the 18 participants.
The PhNR measured from the peak of the b-wave (PT) showed saturation in all individuals at
either 1.51 or 1.81 log phot td.s, and showed a more marked reduction in amplitude at the
highest stimulus intensities than the b-wave. This reduction in amplitude occurred at 1.81 log
phot td.s in 3 individuals, and at 2.11 log phot td.s in a further 12 participants. The amplitude
of the PhNR measured from pre-stimulus baseline (BT) either showed saturation at the
highest stimulus intensity (N=8), or a slight reduction in amplitude at 2.11 log phot td.s
(N=10).
Representative data from the first visit of one individual can be seen in Figure 1,
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where the reduction in the amplitude of the response at the highest stimulus intensity is
marked for the peak-to-trough PhNR measurement (PT) and smaller, but still present, for the
baseline-to-trough (BT) measurement, but absent for the b-wave intensity-response series.
The rising/saturating portion of the intensity-response data was fitted well by the NakaRushton function for both b-wave and PhNR data (when there was a reduction in amplitude
at the final data points, these were excluded from the model fitting procedure). The
normalised RMSE was between 2.79 and 3.96% of Vmax for all parameters.
Figure 1 about here
To investigate the general shape of the intensity-response function within the group,
the amplitudes of the b-wave, PT and BT PhNR measurements of all 18 subjects at visit 1
were averaged at each intensity to produce a mean intensity-response series, which can be
seen in Figure 2. This approach has been demonstrated in previous publications [34,35]. For
the b-wave and the PT PhNR intensity-response data it can be seen that there is an increase in
amplitude, following the sigmoidal shape of the Naka-Rushton function, up until the highest
stimulus intensity, where there is a small reduction in amplitude for the b-wave, and a larger
reduction for the PT PhNR data. The BT PhNR data showed a similar pattern, although the
reduction in amplitude at the highest intensity was less. For both DTL and skin active
electrodes, there was an increase in the variability of the responses with increasing amplitude,
which is reflected in the larger error bars (+/- SEM) shown at the higher intensities. This
variability for large amplitude responses is also apparent in that the right eye and left eye data
are more divergent at the highest intensities, although the error bars are overlapping.
Figure 2 about here
To ensure that the reduction in amplitude at the highest stimulus intensity was not due
to insufficient time for retinal recovery between flashes, intensity-response series were
9

recorded from two individuals using a 0.5Hz stimulus, and compared to the results using the
4 Hz stimulus. The data still showed a reduction in b-wave and PhNR amplitude (PT and BT)
at the highest stimulus intensity (see Figure 3 for sample data from one individual),
suggesting that the 4 Hz stimulus frequency did not cause an artefactual reduction in
amplitude at the highest intensities.
Figure 3 about here
The 4 Hz intensity-response data of individual participants were modelled, and the
parameters of the best fitting Naka Rushton models analysed. It was not possible to fit the
Naka Rushton model to all the data from the skin electrodes, due to a poor signal-to-noise
ratio at some stimulus intensities, particularly for the low-amplitude BT PhNR measure. Over
the 2 visits, 1 patient was excluded from skin RE calculations for the BT PhNR measurement,
2 were excluded from skin LE calculations; one of these individuals was also excluded for
the PT PhNR measurement. Data from the remaining participants are summarised in Table 1.
Table 1 about here
The Naka Rushton model provided a good fit to the PhNR intensity response data
from both right and left eyes, using both skin and DTL electrodes. This is illustrated by the
normalised RMSE value in Table 1. The b-wave and the peak-to-trough (PT) PhNR data
showed comparable goodness of fit of the Naka Rushton model, while the baseline-to-trough
(BT) PhNR intensity-response data resulted in higher RMSE values. This difference was
statistically significant for the BT PhNR data recorded using a skin electrode (RE), for which
the RMSE was significantly higher than that of the b-wave and PT PhNR model fits (oneway ANOVA, Bonferroni post-hoc analysis; P<0.05).
From Table 1 it can be seen that Vmax was greater for DTL electrodes than skin
electrodes, this difference was significant for b-wave (paired t-test: P<0.001 RE, P<0.001
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LE) and PhNR data, measured from peak-to-trough (PT: paired t-test: P<0.001 RE, P<0.001
LE), and from baseline (BT: paired t-test: P<0.01 RE, P<0.01 LE). Vmax ranged from being
1.48 times greater with the DTL compared to the skin electrode (BT PhNR, RE), to 2.07
times greater (b-wave, LE). For both DTL and skin active electrodes, the coefficient of
variation (CoV) for Vmax was comparable for b-wave and PT PhNR measurements, but was
higher for BT PhNR measurements, indicating a higher level of variability for measurements
from baseline.
There was no significant difference in K between any of the amplitude parameters i.e.
between b-wave, PT and BT, for skin and DTL electrodes (one-way ANOVA: P=0.865 RE,
P=0.06 LE). This suggests that the stimulus intensity required for 50% of Vmax to be
achieved is similar for the b-wave and PhNR, and for DTL and skin electrodes (mean K
ranged from 0.88 to 1.06 log phot td.s for the different parameters). The CoV for K was
highest for baseline to trough (BT) PhNR measurements, and for skin electrode
measurements (see Table 1).
In order to further assess the ability of the Naka Rushton model to reliably describe
the intensity-response series of the PhNR, Bland-Altman plots were constructed to assess
inter-ocular and inter-session variability, and limits of agreement were calculated (see Figures
4 and 5). Limits of agreement were also expressed as a percentage of the mean value of each
parameter to facilitate the comparison of variability between parameters with different
absolute values. The LoA for the inter-ocular calculations was expressed as a percentage of
mean Vmax/K for pooled right eye and left eye data (visit 1). The inter-session LoA was
expressed as a percentage of the mean Vmax /K for pooled visits 1 and 2 (right eye data).
These values are shown in Table 2, along with 95% confidence intervals for the %LoA. The
parameters of the best-fitting Naka Rushton models to PhNR data measured from baseline-totrough (BT) were generally more variable than the parameters of the models fitted to b-wave
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and PT PhNR amplitudes. However, Table 2 shows some overlap of the confidence intervals
for the LoA, which suggests that this difference was only significant in some cases (e.g. the
inter-ocular and inter-session LoA for K were significantly higher for BT PhNR than PT
PhNR or b-wave for the DTL electrode). The skin electrode responses tended to be more
variable than DTL responses, although the overlap of confidence intervals again suggested
that this difference was not always statistically significant.
Figures 4 and 5 about here
Table 2 about here
A comparison of the variability of the two parameters of the Naka Rushton function is
possible by examination of Tables 1 and 2. It can be seen that Vmax showed lower CoV than
K for all parameters (confidence intervals did not overlap). The inter-ocular and intersession
variability were not significantly different for K and Vmax, apart from both skin electrode
PhNR measures, for which K was significantly less repeatable.

Discussion
The findings of this study suggest that the Naka Rushton function is an appropriate
means of describing the intensity-response relationship of the PhNR measured from b-wave
peak (PT) or from pre-stimulus baseline (BT), particularly when the DTL active electrode is
used. Other studies have demonstrated that the photopic b-wave intensity-response data are
well characterised by the Naka Rushton function at low to moderate stimulus intensities (up
to around 0.8 log cd.s.m-2) [36,27], a finding which we have replicated in the b-wave and
report for the first time in the PhNR.
The reduction in PhNR amplitude observed at the highest stimulus intensity in the
majority of participants, whether measured from baseline (BT) or from the peak of the b12

wave (PT) is an intriguing finding. This reduction in amplitude to high intensity stimuli might
be expected with respect to the modelling of PT PhNR data, as the peak-to-trough
measurement is the sum of b-wave and PhNR amplitudes, and the photopic b-wave is known
to show a reduction in amplitude at high stimulus intensities, a phenomenon known as the
‘photopic hill’ [34,37,35,38,39,27,22]. In this study, the data indicated that a reduction in bwave and PT PhNR amplitude was apparent in most participants when the stimulus intensity
reached 2.11 log phot tds (equivalent to 0.53 log cd.s.m-2). This is comparable to the stimulus
intensity reported in the literature as corresponding to Vmax for the photopic b-wave
luminance response function (from around 0.5 log cd.s.m-2 [40] to 0.86 log cd.s.m-2 [27])
However, the fact that the reduction in amplitude at the highest stimulus intensity was more
marked for the PT PhNR data than the b-wave data, and the apparent reduction in BT PhNR
amplitude in 10 individuals at the highest stimulus intensity, both suggest that this effect is
not solely attributable to the well-recognised ‘photopic hill’ of the b-wave.
Several studies have investigated the saturating characteristics of the PhNR intensityresponse series [41,10-12,14]. Sustar et al., (2009) in their intensity-response series to red
flashes on a blue background showed a maximum response at 0.40 log cd.s.m-2 (slightly
dimmer than our highest intensity) and found a reduction in amplitude with increased
stimulus luminance, although they attributed this to blinking artefacts [12]. Rangaswamy et
al. (2007) measured PhNR amplitude (from baseline) to 5 brief flash intensities ranging from
-1.36 to 0.45 log cd.s.m-2 [11]. They found response amplitude had saturated by the highest
stimulus intensity in all individuals (slightly dimmer than our highest intensity flash).
Viswanathan et al., (2001) reported that the PhNR had generally saturated by their highest
intensity of 2 log phot td.s (around 0.20 log cd.s.m-2, assuming the 9mm pupil diameter
described in their study) [14]. Rangaswamy et al (2004) recorded photopic ERGs to a similar
range of stimuli, and also reported amplitude saturation at 1.7-2.0 log td.s (equivalent to 13

0.10-0.20 log cd.s.m-2, with a 9mm pupil). Only one study has reported a further increase in
PhNR amplitude beyond around 0.50 log phot cd.s.m-2 [41], finding that PhNR amplitude
continued to increase in amplitude up to 0.70 log phot cd.s.m-2, showing signs of saturation
at 0.85 log cd.s.m-2. However, they only employed 3 stimulus intensities. None of the current
literature describes the amplitude of the PhNR beyond response saturation.
In this study we stimulated the retina with brief red flashes on a rod saturating blue
background, a stimulus combination which has been shown to give higher amplitude
responses than other combinations of chromatic or achromatic stimuli [11,12]. Rangaswamy
et al. (2007) and Sustar et al. (2009) investigated the effect of stimulus colour on the
intensity-response series, and generally reported that red on blue gave the largest amplitude
responses at low stimulus intensities, but the intensity-response functions converged for all
colours at the highest intensities [11,12]. This indicates that the gradient of the intensityresponse series will be dependent on stimulus colour, and should be considered when
comparing results using different stimulus parameters.
For both DTL and skin active electrodes, there was an increase in the variability of the
responses with increasing stimulus intensity, as has previously been reported for other
electrophysiological signals [42,28]. This was evident in the increasing standard error with
increasing stimulus intensity, and also in greater variability between the two eyes for the
higher intensities. Fortune et al. (2004) similarly found the variability in PhNR amplitude
between right and left eyes to be largest for the dimmest and brightest stimuli [5].
There was no significant difference in the goodness of fit of the Naka Rushton model
(assessed using the normalised RMSE) to b-wave and PT PhNR data. However the model fit
to BT PhNR data collected using the skin active electrode showed a significantly higher
RMSE than the other parameters, suggesting either ‘noisier’ data or a poorer model fit. This
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is an agreement with our finding in a previous report that the PhNR measured from prestimulus baseline tends to be more variable than measurements from b-wave peak [21]. The
skin electrode data of 3 participants were excluded on one visit due to a poor signal-to-noise
ratio preventing a feasible fit of the Naka-Rushton model. The skin electrode responses also
tended to show slightly more variability in the parameters of the Naka Rushton function
between subjects, between eyes and between visits than those recorded using the DTL
electrode (although overlapping confidence intervals suggested that this difference was not
significant in all cases). These factors indicate that the DTL electrode is more suitable for
clinically assessing the intensity-response series of the PhNR. Wali and Leguire (1991)
compared the parameters of the dark adapted b-wave intensity-response function recorded
using skin and corneal (jet contact lens) electrodes [43] and also reported that Vmax was
more variable for the skin electrode, although they found the variability of K to be similar
between electrode types.
As expected, the magnitude of the parameters of the Naka Rushton function also
differed between the skin and the DTL electrodes. We found Vmax recorded using the DTL
electrode to be around 2x larger for DTL than skin electrodes, for both PT PhNR and b-wave
amplitudes, whilst Vmax for the BT PhNR amplitude was approximately 1.5x larger for DTL
electrode responses. This is consistent with the magnitude of increased amplitude reported
from signals recorded using DTL electrode compared with skin electrodes [44-46].
Despite the discrepancy in Vmax between electrode types, there was no significant
difference in K between skin and DTL electrodes. This indicates a decreased maximum
amplitude with the skin electrode, but a similar sensitivity of the intensity-response
relationship. Bradshaw et al., (2004) also found that, when scaled for amplitude, the b-wave
intensity-response series of the skin and corneal electrodes were similar [47]. In contrast,
Wali and Leguire (1991) found skin electrode responses to have a lower K value than corneal
15

electrode responses [43], indicating a greater sensitivity of the responses recorded using the
skin electrode. However they were analysing scotopic b-wave amplitudes, rather than
photopic ERGS. In our results, Vmax was significantly less variable than K in terms of intersubject CoV and also, in some cases, for inter-ocular and inter-session LoA. Wali and
Leguire also found K to be the most variable parameter for the intensity-response series of
the scotopic b-wave [43]. In a previous paper, we reported the variability of PhNR amplitudes
measured in different ways in response to a stimulus of intensity 1.76 log phot td.s [21].
When the variability of the published absolute PhNR amplitudes (PT and BT) are compared
to the CoV and LoA parameters found in this study for the Vmax and K values, Vmax is
found to be very similar in repeatability to the absolute amplitude measure, but K is markedly
more variable.
One benefit of recording the intensity-response series of the PhNR is that different
types of disease damage are likely to differentially affect different parameters of the NakaRushton model. With regard to the b-wave, a reduction in Vmax is generally thought to
reflect a loss of photoreceptors [24,48,49], although it has been suggested that the local loss
of rods may influence K more than Vmax [50]. The parameter K reflects the sensitivity of the
retina, and will generally be increased either if the healthiest region of the retina has receptors
less sensitive than normal, or if a large proportion of the photoreceptors have a decreased
sensitivity [50]. The PhNR intensity-response series is also likely to reflect the type of
disease effect, and would be affected by the level of input from the distal retina to the retinal
ganglion cells (RGCs), as well as by the functioning of the RGCs. On a basic level, a diffuse
loss of RGCs may result in a reduction of Vmax on the basis of fewer generating neurones to
produce the response, whilst abnormally functioning RGCs may result in a reduced retinal
sensitivity, and an increase in ‘K’. It is known that a loss of RGC function in experimental
animals (using TTX) eliminates the PhNR at a range of stimulus intensities [1], however it
16

may be that an earlier stage of the disease process, before ganglion cell death, could result in
a change in the ‘K’ parameter.
To conclude, this study has demonstrated that the Naka Rushton model is able to well
characterise the intensity-response relationship of the PhNR recorded from b-wave peak or
from baseline. The DTL active electrode data, when modelled, elicit Vmax and K parameters
which are slightly less variable than the skin electrode, whilst the parameters of the PT PhNR
measure are less variable than the modelled BT data. The goodness of fit of the Naka
Rushton model and the variability of the parameters recorded using the DTL electrode are
comparable between PT PhNR data and photopic b-wave data. The assessment of the
intensity-response data may provide additional information about inner retinal disease
process.
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Figure Legends
Fig. 1 Sample ERGs recorded from 1 subject (px 6) on visit 1, using DTL (a) and skin (b)
active electrodes. RE data is shown in black, and LE in grey. Panel (c) shows the amplitudes
plotted as a function of stimulus intensity, with best fitting Naka Rushton function.
Fig. 2 The data points show the averaged amplitudes of all 18 participants at visit 1 (error
bars show SEM) as a function of stimulus illuminance, with black points relating to the right
eye, and left eye data shown in grey for comparison. The solid lines show the best fitting
Naka Rushton function for each averaged data set. (a) shows b-wave amplitude data, (b)
shows PhNR data measured from the peak of the b-wave (PT), (c) shows PhNR data
measured from pre-stimulus baseline (BT).
Fig 3. Intensity response data recorded using a stimulus of temporal frequency 4 Hz and 0.5
Hz for the b-wave (a), PhNR measured peak-to-trough (b), and PhNR measured from prestimulus baseline (c).
Fig. 4. Bland-Altman plots showing the inter-ocular variability of parameters of the bestfitting Naka Rushton model to PhNR data measured from peak for the b-wave (PT) and from
pre-stimulus baseline (BT).
Fig 5. Bland-Altman plots showing the inter-session variability of parameters of the bestfitting Naka Rushton model to PhNR data measured from peak for the b-wave (PT) and from
pre-stimulus baseline (BT).
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Tables
Peak-to-trough PhNR
(PT)

b-wave
DTL

Skin

DTL

Skin

Baseline-trough PhNR
(BT)
DTL

Skin

Vmax (V)

77.32
(82.87)

39.33
(40.04)

75.23
(79.25)

42.31
(39.77)

25.87
(28.44)

17.42
(15.91)

Vmax
SEM (V)

3.9 (4.94)

1.64 (1.87)

3.65 (4.54)

2.44 (1.76)

1.5 (2.72)

2.23 (1.28)

Vmax Cov
(%)

21.38
(25.27)

17.65
(19.83)

20.59
(24.33)

24.42
(18.29)

24.54
(40.58)

54.29
(32.1)

95% CI for
CoV

19.6623.43
(22.928.19)

16.4619.03
(18.3421.58)

18.9922.49
(22.1227.03)

22.2027.14
(16.9719.83)

22.2927.28
(34.7948.69)

44.4069.84
(28.1537.35)

1.01 (1.02)

0.97 (0.95)

1.01 (0.88)

0.92 (0.94)

1.06 (0.91)

K (log phot
1.04 (1.03)
td.s)
K
SEM
(log phot
td.s)

-0.09
(-0.13)

-0.06
(0.06)

-0.09
(-0.21)

0.21
(-0.51)

0.10
(-0.05)

0.55
(0.07)

CoV (%)

32.00
(29.64)

36.53
(46.19)

37.02
(28.90)

67.19
(16.78)

63.08
(42.91)

131.29
(57.99)

95% CI for
CoV

28.2936.83
(26.4333.75)

31.7742.96
(38.8456.99)

32.1443.65
(25.8432.79)

52.6892.76
(15.6718.07)

50.1285.10
(36.4952.08)

85.34284.44
(46.2677.71)

N

18 (18)

18 (18)

18 (18)

18 (17)

18 (18)

17 (16)

Normalised
RMSE (%) 3.30 (3.33)

3.54 (3.41)

3.36 (3.27)

3.53 (4.14)

5.38 (6.08)

6.95 (5.53)

RMSE
SEM (%)

0.19 (0.23)

0.22 (0.22)

0.28 (0.30)

1.15 (0.76)

1.38 (0.97)

0.20 (0.17)

Table 1 Mean values for the parameters of the best fitting Naka Rushton functions to b-wave
and PhNR amplitude data for visit 1 (right eye data, with left eye data in brackets for
comparison). Goodness of fit of Naka Rushton models is expressed as mean normalised
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RMSE (expressed as a percentage of Vmax to allow comparison between parameters).
Coefficient of variation (CoV), with confidence intervals, allows assessment of the spread of
data within the group for each parameter. In this table, N refers to number of data sets
included in analysis. PT = PhNR measured from peak of b-wave, BT= PhNR measured from
pre-stimulus baseline.

Peak-to-trough PhNR Baseline-trough
(PT)
PhNR (BT)

b-wave

Inter-session variability

Inter- ocular variability

DTL
V max
49.58
% LoA

Skin

DTL

Skin

DTL

Skin

27.82

49.41

80.10

73.6

126.27

95% CI

31.6167.55

17.7437.90

31.5067.32

51.07109.13

46.93100.27

80.51172.03

K
%LoA

32.34

45.20

39.43

182.78

123.1

320.21

95% CI

20.6244.06

28.8161.58

25.1453.72

116.54249.02

78.49167.71

204.16436.27

36.7

43.42

26.8

95.75

100.71

V max
44.85
% LoA
95% CI

28.6061.11

23.4050.00

27.6959.16

17.0936.51

61.05130.46

62.94138.49

K
%LoA

51.22

66.99

67.43

143.03

187.26

331.33

95% CI

32.6669.78

42.7191.28

42.9991.87

91.19194.87

119.39255.12

207.06455.61

Table 2 Inter-ocular and inter-session limits of agreement (LoA) for all parameters of the
best fitting Naka Rushton models. Inter-ocular variability is calculated for visit 1 only, intersession variability is calculated for RE only. PT = PhNR measured from peak of b-wave,
BT= PhNR measured from pre-stimulus baseline.
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